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A classic modern house can be successfully updated—if
the endeavor is conducted with genuine respect for its
original architect and current owner. Texas Modernist
Enslie (Bud) Oglesby originally designed the House on
Potomac in the early 1970s. In 2004, the current owner
engaged a well-respected team led by Emily Summers
Design Associates for a complete renovation and expansion
of the residence. Both Oglesby and the renovation team
followed planning principles articulated by Louis Kahn
regarding interior spaces, and renovation architect Larry
Speck of the architecture firm Page reiterated these
principles in his choice of form and materials. Main floor
zones have been reconfigured into three stone towers
topped with frameless etched glass clerestories, reconciling
the building plan with its facades, while other areas are left
open to maximize views through floor-to-ceiling windows
and doors.

The original ends of the house were removed due to severe
deterioration and have been replaced with new structures
that connect the building to extraordinary views of Turtle
Creek and the surrounding green space. To fully exploit the
more heavily wooded portion of the site, the architects
designed a multi-story suspended glass and steel curtain-
wall that surrounds the living room, study and master
bedroom. These rooms almost merge with the surrounding
treetops. The more urban-facing end of the house has
received a glass and steel pavilion bordered by a generous
sitting terrace containing an outdoor stone fireplace wall
and a wooden trellis configured to control surrounding views.

A complementary palette of materials was carefully selected
by the design team for a seamless relationship between
the house’s exterior and interior. Outside, the house has
received an all-new fascia of sandblasted Texas limestone,
Almendrillo wood siding, steel sash windows and doors
and a new custom-fabricated copper Bermuda shingle roof.
Inside, the main stair of gossamer-thin steel and wood
delicately wraps itself around a stainless steel fabric scrim.
A pattern of cream-colored Grasello plaster walls alternates
in well-defined sections with a modern interpretation of
Scaglolia plaster and a simply detailed blued steel hearth
at the fireplace. The interior design team worked with the
client to build a collection of ceramics that is a defining
decorative element throughout the house. A large sculpture
welcomes guests in the entrance, while ceramic ribbons
accent the dining room white oak wall. Other elements of
the owner’s ceramic collection are found throughout the
residence, including the master suite, where unobstructed
views of the large trees on site give the owner the experience
of living in an elegant, modern tree house.

THE HOUSE ON POTOMAC
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